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Researching a Chinle Church Bell
problems of an unrecoverable past
Charlotte J. Frisbie

C

hurch bells do make the news now and then, as illustrated by a recent
article in the New Yorker entitled “The Bells: How Harvard Helped
Preserve a Russian Legacy.”1 While that article focuses on a set of bells
whose history is firmly entrenched in the narrative of Russian Orthodoxy,
this essay concerns a single bell, one whose story is deeply rooted in the
history of Franciscan missionary work among the Navajos during the past
century. The purpose of this article is to explicate the intriguing history
of this notable artifact and to highlight the methods used in the research
process, some of the problems encountered, and the lessons learned along
the way.
Background
I have been working on the Navajo Reservation for a number of decades,
most often in Chinle, Arizona.2 While my endeavors have had multiple
focuses, among the latest projects is one aimed at facilitating the restoration
of Chinle’s Annunciation Mission. This mission, the first in Chinle and the
second-oldest Roman Catholic mission on the reservation, was the first outpost
and outreach site developed by the Franciscans—who established their center
at St. Michaels, Arizona, in 1898 before looking for other communities in
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which to work starting in 1902. Chinle was chosen for a number of reasons,
not the least of which was the possibility of establishing a federal boarding
school there. A school was ordered built on 8 July 1909, with construction
starting in September a half mile from the mission site. Although building
was not yet complete, the school opened in April 1910, and continued to
operate through the construction of the remaining structures.
Like the boarding school, the Franciscan site was established over time,
starting in 1902 when Fr. Leopold Ostermann, OFM (1863–1930), and others
first visited the community. At a meeting held on 20 April 1903, the Franciscans secured local Navajo support for the idea of building a church in
Chinle. A possible location was surveyed and submitted by the Franciscans
through U.S. Indian Agent George W. Hayzlett to U.S. Commissioner of
Indian Affairs W. A. Jones. On 24 June 1903, Jones approved 160 acres of
land to be set aside for the project.3 Long before a permanent site for the
mission was selected, Father Leopold started conducting public Mass in
Chinle on 23 September 1903 in an old, abandoned two-room stone building (later incorporated into Garcia’s Trading Post). Almost two years later,
on 16 August 1905, ground was broken for the first building of the mission,
the friars’ residence/chapel. Father Leopold moved into the residence that
following January, before construction was finished. On 24 July 1907, the
structure was finally complete. Father Leopold spent most of the rest of his
days in Chinle, with a brother or two being sent to assist now and then. Fr.
Marcellus Troester, OFM (1898–1936), was added to the staff in 1907 but
was later transferred to Lukachukai to help Fr. Berard Haile, OFM.4 Other
priests came from St. Michaels to help Father Leopold with baptisms of
large groups and other events.
My initial interest in the history of Chinle’s Annunciation Mission developed while I was working on two life histories of Chinle residents between
1978 and 2001.5 Fr. Blane Grein, OFM, current pastor at Our Lady of Fatima
Parish in Chinle, arrived in Chinle in 1978 and has stayed ever since. We
became friends and, over time, decided to join forces to document the history of Franciscan endeavors in the community. In 2001, after publishing Tall
Woman, I started developing the documentation needed to get the mission
listed in the Arizona and National Registers of Historic Places with the help
of Father Blane. Having never prepared such a nomination, I had much to
learn from both the Arizona State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and
the National Park Service (NPS) about the process.
Our work on the nomination had to be temporarily interrupted in 2003
when Father Blane and I started working on a publication to complement the
celebration of the Centennial of Our Lady of Fatima Parish, slated for October
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2005. This project involved not just planning the text and its organization,
but also raising money to defray the publishing expenses, assembling photographs and other illustrations along with permissions for their use, and
collecting letters of support from appropriate individuals in the Gallup
Diocese, the Province of Our Lady of Guadalupe in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and the Province of St. John the Baptist in Cincinnati, Ohio.
It also entailed additional research to identify past and present staff and
developing a timeline to put Chinle events in the context of Navajo and
broader history. The printing was finished on 3 October 2005, just in time
for the Centennial Celebration in Chinle on 5 October 2005.6
Following this milestone, Father Blane and I went back to work on the
nomination for the historic register listings. After many revisions and discussions with SHPO, our packet was finally accepted for review at the Historic
Sites Review Committee (HSRC) meeting in Phoenix on 17 November
2006.7 The committee voted unanimously to place the property on the State
Register of Historic Places under the name “The Chinle Franciscan Mission
Historic District, located in Chinle, AZ.” The committee also recommended
that the nomination be forwarded to the Keeper of the National Register of
Historic Places in Washington, D.C., for inclusion in the National Register.
We were notified that the property had been listed on the National Register
of Historic Places on 5 June 2007.
The Chinle Franciscan Mission Historic District includes three buildings,
one site, and one object, to use NPS terminology. For National Register classification purposes, buildings refer to structures created primarily to shelter
human activities. Sites are locations that are considered to have historic,
cultural, or archaeological value. Objects are primarily artistic in nature or
small in scale and simple in construction. Although these may be movable,
they are associated with a specific setting or environment. The three buildings in the Chinle Franciscan Mission Historic District are the friary, the
Annunciation Mission, and the stone workshop and storage shed. The friary
was the first building erected on the site, with construction beginning on 16
August 1905, one day after the site was selected, and completed in 1907. It
began as a dual-purpose building, serving as a chapel and a residence, until
a separate church, the Annunciation Mission, was built in 1909/10. This
church, the second building on the National Register, is a one-and-a-half-story
sandstone-block building designed by Roy Bradley and was erected south of
the friary. It was in use by September 1910 but was not dedicated until 25
March 1912 on the Feast of the Annunciation. As the congregation grew and
the structure became too small, it was replaced by a cinder-block church
built north of the friary between 1 August 1959 and 27 March 1960. When
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the new church was dedicated on 27 March 1960, the name was changed to
honor Our Lady of Fatima. The third building on the National Register is
the stone workshop and storage shed, which was built between March and
August 1925 and stands directly south of the friary. Over time the workshop
and storage shed had various names reflecting its multiple functions: tool shed,
ice house, and, occasionally, morgue. Even today the building continues to
have many uses.8
The one site in the Chinle Franciscan Mission Historic District is the
original church cemetery located northwest of the Annunciation Mission.
According to church records, this cemetery is the final resting place for at
least ninety-five Navajos who died between 12 November 1907 and 11 November 1935, plus one more interred in 1938. The graves for these Navajo
men and women are unmarked according to traditional Navajo practices.9
The cemetery is now protected by the Native American Graves Protection
and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). It is the first group cemetery and the first
Catholic cemetery in the community.10
The one object in the Chinle Franciscan Mission Historic District is the
church bell, which was cast in 1914. It is now at its fourth location on the
property, a separate tower constructed in 1997 to the north of the current
hogan-shaped sanctuary, which was built in the fall of 1989. Tracing this
bell’s history will be the focus of the remainder of this essay.
The Donor
The first order of business in documenting the history of the bell was to photograph and record the inscriptions on the bell itself. The side now facing
west reads, in raised block capital letters, “BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
1914.” The side now facing east reads, “The E. W. Vanduzen Co. Cincinnati.”
Below these words are four lines of engraved printing in both upper- and
lowercase lettering:
St. Joseph
Chin Lee Arizona
Donated by Rev. Jos. Wernke
1914
It was common at the time for donors to name bells that they donated; in this
case, it is safe to assume that Rev. Joseph Louis Wernke named the Chinle bell
“St. Joseph.” Why he chose this particular name is unclear, although Joseph
was his own name and his first assignment after completing seminary was to
the St. Joseph Parish in Cincinnati. I have been unable to learn much about
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Reverend Wernke, despite contacting his alma mater, using various Catholic
records and indexes of personnel, searching the Marquette University archives
(a location whose importance will be touched on later in this article), and
contacting knowledgeable Franciscans at both St. Michaels and the Cincinnati Franciscan Archives. I have also been unable to unravel his connection
to Father Leopold and the work in Chinle; to the Franciscan Sisters of the
Poor; to their founder, Mother Katharine Drexel; or to Fr. Anselm Weber,
superior at St. Michaels. Perhaps while he was still in seminary or shortly
after he received his first assignments, Wernke was inspired by hearing a
lecture Father Anselm gave during one of the trips that he frequently made
to the East Coast and Midwest to raise money for Franciscan missions in the
Southwest.11
To say that tracing the history of Reverend Wernke has been difficult is
an understatement. Fr. Dan Anderson and the late Fr. Marcan Hetteberg,
both of the Franciscan Archives, Cincinnati, pointed out that Reverend
Wernke was not a regular Franciscan. Instead, he was more likely part of the
diocesan clergy for the Columbus Diocese in Ohio. I have been able to learn
that Wernke was born on 25 October 1883 in Cincinnati and ordained on 14
June 1912. He was first assigned to serve as an assistant at St. Joseph Parish in
Cincinnati on 22 June 1912 and at St. Peter’s Church or Parish in Chillicothe,
Ohio, on 1 September 1912. According to Don Schlegel, secretary of the
Catholic Record Society in Columbus, Wernke was assigned to a parish in
Wapakoneta, also in the Cincinnati Archdiocese, in 1919. His last assignment,
made on 2 September 1947, was as chaplain at the St. Aloysius Orphanage
in Cincinnati, where he died suddenly from a heart attack on 29 November
1958. Records shared with me by Don Buske, archivist for the Archdiocese of
Cincinnati, contained no information about any family Wernke might have
had, making a genealogical search impossible. These records did indicate,
however, that all his assignments had been in Ohio. Wernke left money to
the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions through his will, the executor for
which was Rev. John Stentz. The law firm involved in drawing up the will
is now defunct and its executor deceased.
While Wernke’s name on the bell indicates he was its donor, the possibility that he might have provided the funding for the transportation of the bell
from the Cincinnati foundry to Chinle seems minimal at best. When the bell
was cast in 1914, Wernke was still a recent seminary graduate and had been
an assistant in two churches for only two years. Perhaps, as an advocate for
this bell, Wernke spearheaded fundraising for its journey, or maybe one or
more members of his family underwrote the costs of the freighting. We will
probably never know for certain.12
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Locations for the Chinle Bell
The three earliest photographs of the Chinle bell found to date come from
the Franciscan Archives at St. Michaels Mission. All three photographs can
be dated: 1924, pre-1926, and 1934. The image from 1924 shows a first communion class of Chinle Boarding School students accompanied by Father
Leopold, Father Marcellus, and Fr. Ambrose Kroger (ill. 1).13 In this picture,
the bell rests on the ground around the corner from the church’s front door
along the east end of the north wall. As the photograph indicates, the bell was
mounted on a wooden frame to which was attached a wheel, as illustrated
in a Vanduzen and Tift or Buckeye Bell Foundry catalog diagram (ill. 2).
Although we have yet to locate the first Annunciation Mission House
Chronicle, which documents the period from 1906 to 1934, it is clear from
the earliest available chronicle, 21 April 1934–20 February 1935 with notes
through 14 March 1937, that significant changes were made to the church
at the time. In 1935 the structure started to settle and the lintel cracked. In
response, a flange or wing wall of rough-cut sandstone blocks was constructed
between the friary and the church, extending from the northeast corner of
the church and the southeast corner of the friary. While the reasons for this
wall were not recorded in the house chronicle, it may have been built to help
stabilize the ground or to help with erosion or water control. The central
opening in this entrance wall permitted access between the two buildings
by horses, wagons, automobiles, trucks, church buses, and pedestrians.
After the wall was built, the bell in its stanchion was moved from the ground
to the top of the wall beside the friary (ill. 3).14 In the fall of 1936, Fr. Anselm
Sippel, Br. Gotthard Schmidt, and Navajo workers started doing stabilization
work by hauling in rock and sand and making a cement foundation for the
church, extending it six inches from the building. They made the foundation
six inches deep, using rocks thrown into the trench, and filled the cracks with
ill. 1. first communion class of chinle
boarding school students in 1924,
chinle, arizona, accompanied by frs.
leopold ostermann, marcellus troester,
and ambrose kroger
Note presence of bell in st anchion on
ground beside northeast wall of the
Annunciation Mission.
(Photograph courtesy The Archives of the
Franciscan Province of Our Lady of Guadalupe of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, Provincial Archive no. C539a13-2 R2344)
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ill. 2. catalog diagram from
vanduzen and tift or buckeye bell
foundry, both in cincinnati
Described as “Tear sheet illustrating
information about bells cast before 1931.”
(Photograph courtesy Robert Verdin)

ill. 3. father pius winter with faithful companion, poncho
Father Pius st anding by flange wall where bell in its st anchion rested
until it was moved into the tower of the new cinder-block church
on 19 December 1959. (Photograph courtesy the late Father Marcan
Hetteberg, Franciscan Archives, Cincinnati, Ohio)

adobe mud. In November the church walls were bound together with iron tie
rods or cables to stabilize the structure further. A date of 1936 is recorded in the
cement plates on the northeast corner of the exterior wall of the church, where
the four cables, running east-west and north-south, are anchored. Despite all
these efforts, over the years the south wall has bowed.
The bell remained in its stanchion on the wall jutting out from the friary
until 1959/60, when “Fr. Pius’s cinder-block church” was built to the north
of the friary. As documented in the house chronicle, a crane was hired to
move the bell on 19 December 1959 from the flange wall beside the friary to
a bell tower built on the south side of the cinder-block church, to the left of
the front door (ill. 4). At that time, the bell was equipped with a stationary
swinging bell-rocker system. The church was dedicated on 27 March 1960
and named Our Lady of Fatima, with Annunciation Mission henceforth
referring only to the original stone church.15
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ill. 4. bell in its tower on south side of cinder-block church
dedicated as our lady of fatima church on 27 March 1960
(Photograph courtesy The Archives of the Franciscan Province of Our Lady of
Guadalupe of Albuquerque, New Mexico, Provincial Archive no. C539a1-21 R5857)

The cinder-block church was demolished in the summer of 1989 and
replaced by a large hogan-shaped church built in the fall of that year. The
church was first used on 24 December 1989 and dedicated on 3 June 1990.16
The architectural plans, drawn up by architect Ed Preston in collaboration
with Father Blane, called for a separate bell tower slightly to the north. Before
demolition work began on the cinder-block church in June 1989, everything
associated with the bell was taken down except for the rope used to ring the
bell, which was thrown away. Father Blane and Fr. Hilary Brzezinski, along
with a few other men, worked to loosen the bell, swing it out from the tower,
and lower it by ropes into the bed of a pickup truck. There, the iron wheel
was removed and the entire apparatus was taken to the old stone church.
Reportedly, after the bell was stored in the old stone church for a number of
years, Big Mike’s Construction Company in Gallup, New Mexico, was hired
in May 1997 to construct the current bell tower based on designs by Preston
and Father Blane. The latter secured four poles from the Navajo Tribal Utility
Authority (NTUA) and had them and the bell delivered to the construction
company in Gallup so that the necessary measurements—the length of the
bolt, the size of the top of the tower, the bell’s suspension, the screens, and
so forth—could be ascertained.17
The construction of the tower took several months. Once completed, a
flatbed trailer truck was used to transport the tower to Chinle on 1 September
1997, where another two and a half weeks were spent positioning and erecting
it on the ground prepared by the contractor, Walter McBride. Metal collars
and braces were used to support the inward-angled logs. A crane lifted the
tower (minus the bell) and nine or ten yards of concrete anchored it in place.
Initially, the screens at the top were painted the four sacred colors associated
with the four directions (white, turquoise, yellow, and black). Because the
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colors were not visible from the ground, they were never refurbished as they
faded over time.
When designing the new bell tower, Father Blane had decided to add to
the bell a mechanical system complete with speakers known as an electronic
carillon. This meant that while the bell retained its clapper, it would no
longer “ring.” He ordered the system from the Verdin [Bell] Company in
Cincinnati. The system and its four speakers necessitated running an electrical conduit to the top of the tower. McBride had to build a box for the system,
pull wires to the top of the tower, and connect them through a conduit box on
the side of the church into the sacristy, where the junction box for the system
is located. After the tower had been in place for about two weeks, McBride’s
workers came to install the bell and the four speakers into the screened area
at the top of the tower. The bell and its curved mounts are iron; the top of the
bell was anchored to a four-by-four-foot steel plate by a large nut. This plate
formed the bottom of the screened cage on the tower’s top and was bolted to
the four logs that braced the tower at that junction. The bell was installed
on 18 September 1997, and the whole system was operational that day. While
Robert Verdin, CEO of the Verdin Company, had suggested installing the
speakers so that one faced each of the four directions, the design of the top of
the tower and the placement of the screens made it impossible to do so without
removing the screens, which no one favored. Thus, two speakers were bolted
together and installed facing east, while the other two were bolted together
and installed facing west.18
According to Father Blane, in the fall, the parish held a celebratory Mass
for two purposes: to commission five lay ministers in the Diocese of Gallup,
and to bless the bell in its new tower and the new electronic carillon, officially called the Verdin Singing Tower Carillon.19 The celebration was on
12 October 1997 and Bp. Donald Pelotte officiated. Father Blane remembers
standing outside in nice fall weather with the bishop and Fr. Pio O’Connor
(in Chinle 1994–1998) before Mass started, a memory solidified because
something went wrong when a parishioner tried manually to ring the bell
and it pealed continually throughout the prayer for the blessing of the bell.20
The bell continues to hang in this tower to the north of the hogan church,
its fourth location since arriving in Chinle sometime between 1914 and 1924
(ill. 5).
Uses of the Chinle Bell
Although we may never know how the bell was originally used or when it
was previously rung while it hung in its stanchion beside the Annunciation
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ill. 5. bell in its present tower
north of the current hogan
church with annunciation
mission in background
(Photograph by and courtesy of
Douglas Hamm, photographic
artist, Roosevelt, Arizona, c. 2000)

Mission, various articles by Franciscans stationed at other missions on the
reservation frequently refer to the ringing of the mission bell to call people
to church. In Chinle, the only reference to the ringing of the bell, at least in
the house chronicles located to date, is in a nonchurch context. That reference occurs in a notation by Fr. Pius Winter, who arrived “to take charge”
in Chinle on 8 August 1957.21 The entry, dated 31 December 1957, notes first
that a hepatitis epidemic had resulted in quarantines, and only private New
Year’s Eve parties were being held. He continues, “At midnight the church
bell was rung throughout Chinle on the back of a jeep.” He did not note
whether the other priest in Chinle at that time, Fr. Maxim Lannert (in Chinle
1954–1958), was with him or was driving the jeep. No further information
about the event was recorded, and if Father Pius “rang in the New Year” in
this fashion the following year, it was not noted in the house chronicle. The
mission bell was no longer available to travel around in the mission’s jeep
by 10 December 1959, when the crane hoisted the bell up into the new bell
tower by the front door of the new cinder-block church.22
Wanting to learn more about the uses of the bell from Franciscans at St.
Michaels, I met and became friends with Fr. Daniel Wefer in 1990, before
I started working with Father Blane. Father Dan, who had been in Chinle
from 1950 to 1955, was deeply interested in church mission bells, and we had
many discussions about them over the years. During one such discussion
on 21 September 1991, he emphasized that bells at Catholic missions were
used not just to call people to Mass but also to accompany the Angelus, a
traditional prayer performed at 6:00 AM, noon, and 6:00 PM daily. Producing
a copy of the Angelus used at the church, Father Dan marked the text to
indicate when the bell would be tapped, where the pauses occurred, and
when it would be rung with a swinging motion.23 Current St. Michaels
employee Cathy Pierce says that while she is at work at St. Michaels during
the weekdays, the bell is rung at noon for the Angelus and for five to ten
minutes before Mass each day, with the amount of time varying depending
on which priest is saying Mass. The bell at St. Michaels has mechanical
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speakers in the tower but is not programmed and continues to be rung by
hand.24
In Chinle, a photograph from the 1940–1944 period, when the bell was on
the flange wall near the friary, suggests that the bell was rung as the resident
priest was on his way from the friary to the Annunciation Mission for Mass
(ill. 6). After Father Blane came to Chinle in 1978 (when parishioners were
using the cinder-block church built in 1959/60), he rang the bell thirty minutes before and immediately before the 9:00 AM Mass, getting vested during
that time. He often had to go over to the church early because he would see
that the rope was off its wheel or was tangled up over the wheel in the tower.
This was most often true after an evening when various community groups
had been using the church hall for roller-skating. When the rope did need
fixing, Father Blane had to get a ladder, climb up, and do the job before he
could ring the bell.25

ill. 6. calling the people
Father Francis Borgman on his way to Mass at the Annunciation
Mission with Br. Gotthard Schmidt ringing the bell from its location
on the flange wall next to the friary.
(Photograph courtesy The Archives of the Franciscan Province of Our
Lady of Guadalupe of Albuquerque, New Mexico, Provincial Archive
no. C539a3-1 R5298)

Unanswered Questions
While it was possible to learn much about the bell now in the tower at Our
Lady of Fatima Church, certain questions remain. These questions all relate
to the bell’s arrival in Chinle: who funded the bell’s journey from the foundry
to the Annunciation Mission and when? What was the cost? What was the
route and what means of transport were used?
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Who Funded the Bell’s Journey from the Foundry to the Annunciation
Mission?
I uncovered no information suggesting that the donor, Reverend Wernke,
followed the common practice of underwriting the bell’s trip from the foundry
in Cincinnati to its final destination. No information supports the idea that
family members paid for it, either totally or in part with the donor. Turning elsewhere, I originally thought that the answer might be the Marquette
League, but now that seems unlikely.
The Marquette League
The Marquette League was heavily involved in supporting the development
of Catholic missions during the early decades of the twentieth century.
Incorporated on 11 May 1904, the league by 1920 had reportedly provided
for fifty-five chapels, all substantial buildings, simple and well suited for the
districts in which they were located.26 The league’s activities were supported
by members and by various priests who helped raise money during church
services and supported dignitaries’ fund-raising lectures. While the league
originated in New York and had branches throughout the East Coast and
Midwest, it worked in conjunction with the Bureau of Catholic Indian
Missions in distributing funds.27 The Marquette League operated from 1904
to 1992 and produced a newsletter, the Calumet, from 1913 to 1958. In 1992
the league ceased to exist due to the deaths of office holders and declining
membership. Its records were donated to Marquette University in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, by the league’s director, Msgr. Thomas A. Modugno of New York
City. 28 After ascertaining that the records were now housed in the archives at
Marquette University, I spent a week there in the summer of 2007.
The records prove that the Marquette League helped finance the building of the Annunciation Mission to such an extent that it earned the right to
name the mission in 1911. Records also document that the league paid the
debts remaining after the church’s construction.29 Thus, it seems logical to
conclude that the league was also responsible for underwriting the transportation of the bell from the foundry to Chinle. I was hoping to find proof of
this in the league’s records as well as an indication that Reverend Wernke
was among the group’s members.
As it turned out, the meeting minutes of the league were incomplete; the
minutes for the period from 18 June 1907 to 17 June 1919 were missing, including those from the time period most important to my research. On the advice
of archivist Mark Thiel, I contacted Monsignor Modugno. He was unable to
shed any light on the reason for the gap in the minutes at the archive. A search
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of the other relevant records produced only the mention of Wernke’s death
and his bequest to the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions. Nowhere did I
find a Marquette League membership list for any year. Further, although the
names of some members were mentioned from their involvement in issues
recorded in the minutes, Wernke’s name was not among them. Information
about Chinle was minimal beyond what was already published about the
league’s involvement in the 1909/10 construction, naming, and payment of
the debt associated with the building of the Annunciation Mission after its
dedication in 1912. I found no reference to the bell or even consideration of
financing its transportation to Chinle after it was cast in 1914. However, given
the gap in the Marquette League minutes from 1907 through mid-June 1919,
it is impossible to draw any conclusions about potential league underwriting
or involvement in the bell’s journey from the foundry to Chinle.
These gaps in the historical record are particularly frustrating given what
is known about the bell at the St. Isabella Mission (now St. Isabel’s) in Lukachukai, Arizona. St. Isabella is a sister church to the one at Chinle, built
slightly later by the same contractor and with the same architectural plans.
The donation of a bell to St. Isabella is well documented in an article written by Father Marcellus for the Franciscan Missions of the Southwest that
details the history of the mission, its financial backers, and its dedication
festivities. In Lukachukai, the bell was donated by a Miss Condon, whose
father, James J. Condon, gave a large enough endowment to earn the right
to name the mission during construction. The bell was consecrated with
a special ceremony and documented with a photograph that appeared in
Father Marcellus’s article.30 I searched through Father Anselm’s materials in
Cincinnati and records at Marquette University to see whether the Condon
family might have given another bell, but nowhere is there any indication
that the Condons had ties to the bell at the Annunciation Mission in Chinle.
If some other private individual underwrote the transportation of the
Chinle bell, it seems likely that the sponsor would have been identified
at least in the records of the Marquette League or the Bureau of Catholic
Indian Missions. The latter contained no such information. One also might
expect the Catholic publications of that time to have named the sponsor,
especially the ones that carried news of the missions on various American
Indian reservations. None of these—Calumet, Indian Sentinel, Padres’ Trail,
Franciscan Missions of the Southwest—carried a notice of Wernke’s donation
and appropriate thanks, which seems strange. However, it is not strange that
an article on the Annunciation Mission, including its supporters and dedication, written by Father Leopold in 1914 did not mention the bell; in Chinle,
the dedication of the mission took place two years before the bell was even
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cast. What is sad, however, is that when Reverend Wernke donated the bell
and it was delivered in Chinle, the arrival was not heralded with a publicized
dedication and consecration of the bell.
If a private individual underwrote the transportation, the sponsor probably
would have been identified and thanked in the media, one of the established
Catholic publications, the Marquette League’s records, or those of the Bureau
of Catholic Indian Missions, all of which were examined for this decade.
None proved fruitful.
Foundry Records
Having exhausted the possibility that the Marquette League records might be
helpful, I next turned to foundry records. While working on the particulars
of the Chinle bell, I decided to increase my knowledge of casting in the
United States and thus read a number of books about foundries in America,
leading families in the manufacture of church bells, competition among the
manufacturers, and other related subjects. Carl S. Zimmerman, a campanologist in St. Louis, Missouri, expanded my reading list when I contacted
him in 2007. (Personally, as a church organist and handbell player, I found
the literature fascinating.)
There was a Franciscan tie even to this topic. In the course of visiting St.
Michaels each time I was in the Southwest, I had established friendships with
a number of Franciscans. The late Frs. Conall Lynch, Caron Vollmer, and
Wefer were particularly interested in discussing the Chinle bell. As mentioned
earlier, Father Dan had a deep interest in all kinds of church bells, and we
exchanged information about some Pueblo bells on more than one occasion,
a topic of special interest to my husband, Ted. Father Dan ended up visiting
my husband and me at our Illinois farm on his way to and from Cincinnati
several times in 1990 and 1991 while he was stationed at St. Michaels and
before his death on 19 May 1992. Father Dan brought and sent me several
articles about bells in various Native American mission churches. He also
gave me a copy of “Verdin—the Name Rings a Bell,” an article on Robert
Verdin from 1991.31
I was able to get in touch with Verdin through his good friend Father
Marcan of the Cincinnati Franciscan Archives, who was a major resource
until his death on 15 April 2004. Verdin first sent me some very helpful general
information about foundries and provided reading suggestions, and later,
answered some specific questions.32
After reading sources suggested by Verdin to learn about foundries in
the United States, including L. Elsinore Springer’s That Vanishing Sound
(1976), I drafted my understanding of the history of the Cincinnati foundries
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and asked Zimmerman to critique it. I now can say with certainty that the
Buckeye Bell Foundry, established in 1837 by George Washington Coffin, was
the longest-lasting bell and brass foundry in Cincinnati. While its ownership
and management changed several times, the name Buckeye Bell Foundry
was used consistently from 1837 to 1950. Located at 164 East Second Street
in Cincinnati, the foundry mainly produced church bells and, secondarily,
ship bells, as well as other types of bells, including plantation bells. The
information Verdin sent to me states that the Buckeye Bell Foundry “manufactured volumes of bells, evidently all bronze and using a large opening at
the top (4–5” in diameter) which was gripped by a pair of cast iron disks
used for hanging the bell.” In the early 1860s, Ezra Williams Vanduzen and
Cornelius Tacitus Tift were junior partners in G. W. Coffin & Company.
When G. W. Coffin retired c. 1865, Vanduzen and Tift took over and the
business became Vanduzen & Tift. When Tift died in 1894, Vanduzen
became the principal owner, changing the name to the E. W. Vanduzen
Company. Reportedly when this foundry closed in 1950, it was purchased by
James Homan, who established the James Homan Foundry in Cincinnati in
1954. Homan reportedly sold much of Vanduzen’s equipment, records, and
bells to the I. T. Verdin Company in Cincinnati in 1955. The I. T. Verdin
Company was established in 1842 as a clock tower business by two French
brothers who migrated from Alsace, France, to Cincinnati in 1837. According
to the foundry list Verdin provided, in 1984 the I. T. Verdin Company was
located at 2021 Eastern Avenue in Cincinnati.
As a firm, I. T. Verdin never cast its own bells until very recently, when, in
2003, the company was awarded a contract by the state of Ohio for a trailermounted foundry that would enable casting of a ceremonial bell in each of the
eighty-eight counties of the state as part of Ohio’s bicentennial. According to
Zimmerman, all of the ceremonial bells are untuned and weigh in at about 250
pounds.33 From the start, the Verdin Company had its bells cast by the Dutch
foundry Petit & Fritsen, located in Aarle-Rixtel, Holland, the Netherlands. This
practice is still being followed as of 19 September 2011, although the Verdin
website suggests that the company is making at least some of its own bells after
expanding in 2011 to a new manufacturing foundry facility.34
Verdin discovered that while the records in his possession go back to the beginning of the 1900s, many that we needed for the 1914–1924 period were among
those that “had been lost in the great Cincinnati flood of 1937.”35 The flood
damaged some Vanduzen records beginning with those that dated from May
1911; earlier records are unaffected. Those post-1911 documents that survived
identify no specific bells or purchasers for 1914. They also neither prove nor
disprove the possibility that one of Reverend Wernke’s other churches acquired
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a new bell in 1912, thus freeing one up for potential recasting. The remaining
records do, however, make clear that the Chinle bell was cast in 1914. They
describe the bell as “cast bronze, 24” [inches] in diameter and consisting of
80% copper and 20% tin which is a mixture of the metal to cast this particular
bell.”36
Most recently, Verdin and his staff helped me reconstruct the local geography surrounding the foundries as I attempted to understand transportation
options in the 1914–1924 period. In the course of those discussions, Verdin
pointed out that it was common in the twentieth century for foundries to
deliver bells, once cast, within two months to the site for which they were
destined. If so, the St. Joseph bell should have reached Chinle in 1914–1915.
Knights of Columbus
Another possible underwriter of the bell’s transportation to Chinle is the
Knights of Columbus (K of C) in Cincinnati. Records show that Reverend
Wernke belonged to one of the K of C chapters in Cincinnati at that time.37
Father Conall, shortly before his death on 22 June 2006, insisted that the
Cincinnati K of C had supplied the funding for the transportation of the
Chinle bell. I have found no documentation to support that assertion. Father
Marcan seemed to think Father Conall’s hypothesis was a good possibility,
one that should be pursued, but just as he started to do so, Father Marcan
passed away suddenly on 15 April 2004. Since then, my attempts to get any
help with this question from any of the five extant K of C chapters now in
Cincinnati have been unsuccessful.38
Means of Transport and Route of Journey from Foundry
Given the fact that we know the bell traveled sometime after it was cast in
1914 and before it was included in a photograph of a first communion group
in Chinle on 27 April 1924, it was clearly transported at some point between
these dates. It would seem, given the Cincinnati location of the Buckeye
Foundry (later, as indicated above, the E. W. Vanduzen Company), that
transportation was probably from there to Gallup by rail. When I discussed
this idea with Verdin in 2009, he concurred, stating that in the twentieth
century bells were commonly shipped by train.39
Verdin and I also discussed whether the shipping could have been partly
by boat. Cincinnati was a well-known port in the early twentieth century;
many boat builders were located there, and the Ohio River was frequently
described as full of steamboats, cargo boats, and barges hauling freight to many
places. The Miami and Erie Canal system also was initially located there,
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and many businesses were positioned near or on canals to expedite moving
their products to the river. Eventually rail transportation took precedence.
Verdin agreed that there is probably no way to know whether the Chinle bell
spent any time on a barge before its transfer to a rail car. However, he said
that “his best guess” would be that the railroad had been the main mode of
transportation from Cincinnati to Gallup.40
If the bell were shipped by rail, it probably would have arrived in Gallup for final transportation to Chinle by a freighter’s wagon. It seems likely
that the bell’s arrival would have been mentioned by the Gallup (N.Mex.)
Independent or other local newspapers of the time, such as the Carbon City
(N.Mex.) News, since it would have been rather “unusual” freight. At the Gallup Public Library in the fall of 2008, I hoped to review the local newspapers
from 1914 through 1924. None, however, was available online or through
interlibrary loan. Additionally, the Gallup Library does not have a complete
run of the newspapers that served Gallup during that decade. I decided to
return at a later date to research the newspapers the library did have in its
special collections.
In the meantime, before attending the Navajo Studies Conference in
March 2009 at Shiprock, Arizona, I went to the Center for Southwest Research
(CSWR) at the University of New Mexico (UNM) to look for the business
records of C. N. Cotton, owner of a trading post on the reservation and of a
mercantile company in Gallup, thinking perhaps Cotton or an associate was
involved in transporting the bell to Chinle. The Gross, Kelly & Company, a
mercantile company located in Santa Fe, bought Cotton out in 1930 and later
donated the company’s papers to the CSWR. While a review of this collection
led nowhere, my time at the CSWR was not a waste. I learned that UNM had
secured a grant in the mid-1990s supporting the “New Mexico Newspaper
Project,” designed to transfer New Mexico newspapers to microfilm.41 Because
of this project, the Gallup newspapers I needed for my research were in fact
available through interlibrary loan. Thus, from April through July 2009, I
was able to do regular research on microfilm at my local library in Illinois.42
These newspapers published all kinds of interesting railroad news items
and documented people and products moving through Gallup by rail. They
ranged from soldiers and socialites to Indian traders and immigrants to oranges
and apples to lumber and other items. The newspapers also printed plenty
of news about traders, trading posts, Gallup society, and various Franciscans,
including news of Father Leopold’s Silver Jubilee on 23 June 1915, guests in
attendance (a piece of history I have yet to find documented in any of the
Franciscan literature), and the fact that Father Leopold celebrated with a trip
east.43 Chinle made the news with some regularity, including the decision on
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22 January 1916 by the M. E. Kirk and Company to build a combined store
and hotel in Chinle, and as of 4 March 1916 to locate it—“the Big House”—
across from the Annunciation Mission.44 By 15 July 1916, work at the store/
hotel was progressing, with the rock foundation of the cellar and building
completed and adobe bricks for the walls already made. On 22 July 1916, the
Carbon City (N.Mex.) News announced that the store would occupy the
basement of the building and the hotel would be in the upper story.45 The
Gallup (N.Mex.) Independent heralded trader Mike Kirk’s wedding to Mrs.
Carry Noel at the Annunciation Mission. The ceremony was performed with
an 8:00 AM Mass by Father Leopold on 15 November 1916 and followed by a
breakfast reception in the dining room at the federal boarding school where
Noel had been teaching for two years. While their wedding was not the first
at the Annunciation Mission, it was surely one of the early ones.46
While all of this information about the mission and Chinle was enlightening and enjoyable to discover, I was not able to find any mention of the
dedication of Chinle’s Annunciation Mission on 25 March 1912 or of the
bell’s arrival in Gallup either by rail or by freight in the newspapers that are
extant. I supplemented my search by reading Carolyn C. Volpe’s The History and People of Gallup, New Mexico, 1889–1919 (2004), but it provided
no information on the Chinle bell. It is possible that the bell’s arrival was
recorded in one of the issues no longer available; equally possible is that it
was not recorded.
Another possibility for discovering the particulars of the bell’s journey
would be through investigating the freight tickets from Gallup to Chinle.
Freighters included a variety of local Navajos who hauled goods for the railroad, individual business people, traders, wholesale warehouses, and other
stores in Gallup. These freighters took supplies, food, tools, and other merchandise to St. Michaels, other missions, boarding schools, and the various
trading posts that were still being established on the Navajo Reservation in
the early twentieth century.47 Among the store owners were C. N. Cotton, Ed
Hart, and J. L. Hubbell. Any freighter who hauled the bell from the Gallup
railroad terminal to the Annunciation Mission in Chinle might also have
transported other merchandise while making such a trip. In addition, any
freighter involved might have been hired by another merchandise company,
or trader, or even the Franciscans themselves. I thought it possible that the
Hubbell papers, available at the Hubbell Trading Post National Historic Site
in Ganado, Arizona, would contain the freight tickets for some of these operations. Martha Blue, the main authority on the Hubbell papers, agreed that the
only way to find out would be to examine the documents.48 Ed Chamberlin
of the Hubbell Trading Post arranged for an intensive search of the Hubbell
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papers for any mention of the freighting of the bell to Chinle between 1914
and 1924, but there was no such mention.49
As far as I know, no archive collection houses freight information connected to trips made by individual freighters, Navajos, or others. There also
is no house chronicle for the Annunciation Mission dating before 1934. Since
bells were commonly delivered to their destination one or two months after
being cast, future research into the time and route of the bell’s journey from
the foundry to Chinle might safely be restricted to 1914–1915. It may be useful
to remember that World War I started in the summer of 1914, and that the
records at Our Lady of Fatima indicate that Father Leopold presented his
first big group for baptism and communion in Chinle on 3 May 1914 with
Father Marcellus and Fr. Egbert Fischer helping to officiate. If only we had a
photograph of that group from May 1914, it would be possible to see if the bell
was already on the ground to the right of the front door of the Annunciation
Mission, as it is in the 1924 photograph. Clearly I have too many “if onlys.”
Summary
The purpose of this essay has been twofold. The first was to share the history
of this interesting artifact, an “object” that was included as one of five contributing components in the successful nomination of the Chinle Franciscan
Mission Historic District to the National Register of Historic Places in June
2007. The second purpose was to illustrate how it is possible to come to the
end of an extensive, intensive multiyear research project still with unanswered
questions. I know of no way to surmount problems caused by records that
are “just gone” or that have been lost to floods, fires, or constant changes of
location, as well as those problems caused by variable individual definitions
of what should be recorded, saved, and archived. In the case of the Chinle
bell, many loose ends concern its journey from the foundry in Cincinnati to
the Annunciation Mission. Who, individually or as part of a group, financed
the transportation? What route or routes did the bell take from Cincinnati to
Chinle? When did the journey begin and exactly when did the bell arrive at
the Annunciation Mission? How was the bell transported and who provided
the transportation? Also remaining are unanswered questions about Reverend
Wernke and his connection to the Franciscan efforts on the Navajo Reservation, specifically in Chinle, Arizona.
It is clear that opportunities to examine the Fr. Berard Haile and other
Franciscan papers and the Hubbell Collection at the University of Arizona’s
Special Collections might be fruitful. The same might be true of work in
other archives, such as those found at Northern Arizona University’s Cline
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Library’s Special Collections, which house, among other things, the papers of
Sam Day, a well-known trader who opened a post in Chinle at the mouth of
Canyon de Chelly in 1902 and was a good friend of the Franciscans. Spending time in the Franciscan Archives in Cincinnati might also be valuable.
Maybe one or more of these places contain documents that would lead to
some answers.50
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1. Elif Batuman, “The Bells: How Harvard Helped Preserve a Russian Legacy,” New
Yorker, 27 April 2009, 22–29. One of the strange twists of fate that happened while I
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was working on this project occurred when our local newspaper, the Edwardsville
(Ill.) Intelligencer, featured two photographs on the front page on 10 April 2001 with
the byline, “The Bell is Back.” After the completion of a new addition to the parish,
St. Andrews Episcopal Church, Edwardsville, had just reinstalled a bell that had
been in storage since 1977. A crane was shown lowering the bell, which was created by the Buckeye Bell Foundry in 1875, into the recently constructed tower. The
byline also states that Episcopal churches usually ring the bell thirty minutes and
five minutes before a service and at the Eucharist. A colleague of mine at Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville, Charles Schweitzer, was credited with spearheading the fund-raising to make the tower possible, and was pictured signing one of the
support beams during the bell-raising. Further conversations with the Verdin Bell
Company’s CEO, Robert Verdin, revealed that St. Andrew’s bell was 38 inches in
diameter, weighed one thousand pounds, and had been automated in 2004.
The name of the community of Chinle had various spellings in the early years. Most
common were Chin Lee and ChinLee. The official spelling was decided on in 1941,
and since then has been Chinle, the spelling first used by the U.S. Indian Service. See
Charlotte J. Frisbie, ed., Tall Woman: The Story of Rose Mitchell, a Navajo Woman,
c. 1874–1977 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2001), 398n3.
Robert L. Wilken, Anselm Weber, OFM: Missionary to the Navaho (Milwaukee, Wis.:
Bruce Publishing Company, 1955), 109–19.
See Charlotte J. Frisbie, “Fr. Berard Haile, O.F.M., Anthropologist and Franciscan
Missionary,” in Anthropology’s Debt to Missionaries, ed. Leonard Plotnicov, Paula
Brown, and Vinson Sutlive, Ethnology Monographs, no. 20. (Pittsburgh, Penn.:
University of Pittsburgh Department of Anthropology, 2007), 47–63.
Frank Mitchell, Navajo Blessingway Singer: The Autobiography of Frank Mitchell,
1881–1967, ed. Charlotte J. Frisbie and David P. McAllester (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 1978; Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2003); and Frisbie,
Tall Woman.
See Fr. Blane Grein, OFM and Charlotte J. Frisbie, Blessings Brought, Blessings
Found, Annunciation Mission, 1905–2005, Our Lady of Fatima Parish: Celebrating 100
Years of Franciscan and Church Presence in Chinle, Arizona (Albuquerque, N.Mex.:
Cottonwood Printing, Inc., 2005).
The Arizona Historic Sites Review Committee (HSRC) is Arizona’s official State
and National Register of Historic Places review board. The committee typically
holds public meetings three times a year to review nominations and advise the State
Historic Preservation Officer on properties that should be placed in the National
and Arizona Registers of Historic Places. Once a nomination has been reviewed
and approved by the Arizona HSRC, the property is placed in the Arizona Register
of Historic Places and forwarded to the Keeper of the National Register for a final
review and listing in the National Register of Historic Places. See http://azstateparks.
com/shpo/nationalregister.html.
Originally we wanted to include a different building as the third building in the district:
the square-shaped stone building standing south of the old church and constructed
while the church was being built. This building served for many years as Chinle’s
post office (Father Leopold was postmaster), and as the interpreter’s house, often
simultaneously. But, when the building was converted to a convent in the 1960s, its
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exterior was changed by additions to the east, or front, between 12 December 1963
and 17 January 1964 and later to the west, or back, of the original building in 1970.
Ultimately, these additions were defined as “unacceptable visible modifications that
ruined the building’s historic significance” and thus made it ineligible for inclusion
on the National Register because it “had lost its integrity.” Kathryn Leonard, National
Register coordinator for the Arizona SHPO, e-mail message to author, 2005.
9. Charlotte J. Frisbie, “Burial as a Disposition Mechanism for Navajo Jish or Medicine
Bundles,” in Navajo Mortuary Practices and Beliefs: Change and Persistence, Special
Symposium Issue, American Indian Quarterly 4 (winter 1978): 347–66.
10. After the original cemetery became full, burials were made in the “across the wash
cemetery” until 30 March 1946 when the Chinle Community Cemetery was opened.
See Frisbie, Tall Woman, 451n12. In the fall of 2007, the Chinle Community Cemetery
was deemed full and a new community cemetery was opened to the south across
the highway, east of the rifle range. The new cemetery consists of forty acres of land
donated to the community by Ned and Agatha Yazzie, who retained one acre in
the corner for a family cemetery. It is accessed by a road which goes off to the left
of the one that heads up a big hill/slope going out of Chinle toward Window Rock.
The turn off for the new cemetary is at the base of the slope. The donated area is
well maintained and fenced and has a gated entrance. The east end of the area was
designated as a veterans’ cemetery, and when I visited the cemetery for the first time
in 2010, it too was already in use. Four mortuaries were represented in both areas:
Rollie, Silver Creek, Cope, and Tse Bonito. While the Chinle chapter agreed to
the location, some community members are unhappy about it for two reasons: the
potential for flooding in the area since a flat floodplain and two washes run through
it, and the fact that the location is very close to a rifle range in active use by law
enforcement for target practice.
Father Blane also reported that he has participated in funeral services at another
new cemetery that is located by the Chinle airstrip on family land, and now has eight
or nine burials in it. That area is not cleared but is accessible by a road off to the right
of the one to the airstrip. He thinks this cemetery was put into use in fall 2008 or early
winter 2009. Fr. Blane Grein, personal communication to author, 5 August 2010.
For those interested in Navajo cemeteries as well as cemeteries in Chinle, see Albert
E. Ward and David M. Brugge, “Changing Contemporary Navajo Burial Practice
and Values,” Plateau 48, nos. 1 and 2 (1975): 31–42; David M. Brugge, “Small Navajo
Sites: A Preliminary Report on Historic Archaeology in the Chaco Region,” in Limited
Activity and Occupation Sites: A Collection of Conference Papers, ed. Albert E. Ward,
Contributions to Anthropological Studies, no. 1 (Albuquerque, N.Mex.: Center for
Anthropological Studies, 1978): 41–49; Frisbie, “Burial as a Disposition Mechanism
for Navajo Jish or Medicine Bundles”; Joyce Griffen, Navajo Funerals, Anglo Style,
Flagstaff: Museum of Northern Arizona Research Paper 18 (1980); Albert E. Ward,
Navajo Graves: An Archaeological Reflection of Ethnographic Reality (Albuquerque,
N.Mex.: Center for Anthropological Studies, Ethnohistorical Report Series 2, 1980);
Keith Cunningham, “Navajo, Mormon, Zuni Graves: Navajo, Mormon, Zuni Ways,”
in Cemeteries and Gravemarkers: Voices of American Culture, ed. Richard E. Meyer
(Ann Arbor, Mich.: University of Michigan Research Press, 1989), 197–215; Keith Cunningham, “The People of Rimrock Bury Alfred K. Lorenzo: Tri-Cultural Funerary
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Practice,” in Ethnicity and the American Cemetery, ed. Richard E. Meyer (Bowling
Green, Ohio: Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1993), 173–92; and Stephen
C. Jett, “Modern Navajo Cemeteries,” Material Culture 28, no. 2 (1996): 1–23.
11. Wilken, Anselm Weber, OFM, 113, and 113n25.
12. It was customary for donors to pay for the transportation of the bell to its final
destination. Robert Verdin, personal communication to author, 19 September 2011.
The information about Rev. Joseph Wernke was assembled with the help of Mary
Hauslbetz and Don Schlegel of the Catholic Record Society, Diocese of Columbus.
I contacted this society in April 2004 on the recommendation of Fr. Dan Anderson
of Cincinnati. Hauslbetz sent me a copy of a page she annotated as from the “Parish
Directory, 1976” (no further information was given) that was entitled “Pastors and
Assistants of St. Peter’s Parish, Chillicothe, Ohio.” Hauslbetz noted that in 1912,
Chillicothe was part of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati. She also said that the Official
Catholic Directory for the United States in 1919 showed Wernke as assigned to a parish
in Wapakoneta. Mary Hauslbetz, personal communication to author, 16 June 2004.
Don Buske of the Historical Archives of the Chancery, Archdiocese of Cincinnati,
sent me a copy of the assignments of Reverend Wernke. The list started with his birth
date, and proceeded through education, ordination date, and assignments starting
on 22 June 1912 and ending at St. Aloysius Orphanage, where he died. The list also
noted his funeral, will, and the name of his executor. Don Buske, archivist, Historical
Archives of the Chancery, Archdiocese of Cincinnati, Ohio, personal communication
to author, 10 May 2005. Buske later confirmed that there was no other information
available about Wernke, any possible family, or any papers, diaries, or journals known
to exist in either the Chancery’s archives or other repositories known to the archivist.
Don Buske, personal communication to author, 28 June 2005.
In the records of the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions at the Special Collections and Archives at Marquette University, I located the correspondence between
Rev. J. B. Tennelly, SS, executive director of the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions,
Washington, D.C., and Philip J. Kennedy at Kennedy, Moore and Heilker, Attorneys
at Law. The documents concerned the transmittal of a check for $105.65, from Wernke’s executor, Rev. John Stenz, as a bequest from Wernke’s estate to the Bureau of
Catholic Indian Missions and clarification that no limitations had been put on the
use of the bequest (31 July 1959, 3 August 1959, and 1 September 1959). Bureau of
Catholic Indian Missions Records, fol. 8, box 316, ser. 1-1, Special Collections and
Archives, Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
My attempt to learn more about Wernke’s education at Mount St. Mary’s seminary
was unsuccessful. Mike Sweeney, registrar at Mount St. Mary’s, informed me that
the academic records to which he had access at what is now the Athenaeum of Ohio
did not go back as far as 1912. Mike Sweeney, e-mail message to author, 19 July 2007.
Attempts to find genealogical information on various websites have been unsuccessful, mainly because there are numerous Joseph Wernkes and I do not have
enough specific information to distinguish among them. Verdin raised more possibilities, including that of Wernke’s family, probably German, being among the
wealthy, well-established families in Cincinnati, and thus included in indexes of
famous, well-known people in the city. Following his recommendations to pursue
that possibility sadly led me nowhere. He also suggested that perhaps Wernke, for
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some reason unknown to us today, had a special connection with someone at the
Vanduzen Foundry who had done him a favor by helping with at least part of the
cost of his bell donation, such as its transportation to Arizona. This line of inquiry,
however, cannot be pursued, given that the records were lost in the Cincinnatti flood
of 1937. Robert Verdin, personal communication to author, 19 September 2011.
13. It is important to remember that in these early years of the mission, it was common
for the friars to prepare boarding school students in groups for the rites of baptism, first
communion, and confirmation so that, with help, they could administer these rites in
one or two days. Thus, it is important to compare records of baptism, first communions,
and confirmations when documenting activities and the individuals involved in them.
For first communion and confirmation records, see Record of First Communions and
Confirmations, n.d., Our Lady of Fatima Church, Chinle, Arizona. For baptismal
records, see Liber Baptismorum, vol. 1 (1907–1940); and Baptismal Record and Burials,
12 September 1907–17 February 1925, Our Lady of Fatima Church, Chinle, Arizona.
According to the Record of First Communions and Confirmations at Our Lady of
Fatima Church, in addition to many individual first communions, the first communions
performed for groups from 8 December 1912 through the end of May 1924 were as follows: 3 May 1914, 42 individuals; 14 June 1914, 12 individuals; 3 May 1915, 17 individuals;
22 April 1918, 8 individuals; 22 June 1919, 22 individuals; 30 May 1920, 25 individuals; 28
May 1922, 30 individuals; and 27 April 1924, 53 individuals. The photograph taken in
1924 is located at the St. Michaels archives.
14. Diary and Chronicle of Chin Lee, 21 April 1934–20 February 1935, with notes through
14 March 1937. Recently, I realized that an undocumented picture on the cover of
an issue of Padres’ Trail from April 1949 is of the Chinle bell on the flange wall. The
original photograph, which was found in the St. Michaels collection and brought to
my attention by Cathy Pierce of St. Michaels Franciscan Archives, shows two girls
seated on either side of a church bell. The photograph as it appears on the cover has
been cropped to show only the younger of these two girls, and the image is reversed.
Chinle records show that these girls are the two daughters of Hilda Bedoni Smith
and Howard Smith of Chinle. The older daughter, Genevieve Mae, was born on 18
November 1942; her sister, Gloria Jean, was born on 22 August 1944. The girl on the
Padres’ Trail cover is Gloria Jean, who would have been about four years old when
the photograph was taken in Chinle. While the writing on the bell’s surface cannot
be deciphered in the photograph, and no information is included anywhere in that
issue of the magazine concerning the photographer, subject, or location of the bell,
we know it is the Chinle bell on the flange wall by the friary. Padres’ Trail, image of
cover, April 1949, image no. 2009.05.004, Provincial Archive no. C539a-17-9, Archives
of the Franciscan Province of Our Lady of Guadalupe of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
While working at St. Michaels in August 2009, I again reviewed all of the copies
of the Calumet—the newsletter of the Marquette League—in the mission holdings
(incomplete from 1937 through winter 1958), Franciscan Missions of the Southwest
(from 1913 on), and the Indian Sentinel (which starts in 1918). I also reviewed all of
the bell pictures in the archives’ computerized files, as well as all of the friars’ photos, Padres’ Trail file, and the Chinle photos. Strangely, there is nothing there about
Father Leopold’s Silver Jubilee, which was celebrated in Chinle on 23 June 1915 and
announced in the Gallup (N.Mex.) Independent. I also discovered the originals of
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the John Wallace pictures of the inside of the Annunciation Mission that we had
used in the Chinle Centennial book, wherein we had said that they dated from the
1950s. On the back of both of these photos, plus an additional one clearly taken at
the same time showing Fr. Mark Sanford and Br. Gotthard Schmidt at the altar in
the church, it was written “Associated Services File 288, 7/23/1949.”
Cathy Pierce of the Franciscan Archives at St. Michaels put me in touch with
Robert “Bob” Spindler, archivist at Arizona State University’s Special Collections, so I
could enlarge my search for pictures of the Chinle bell in other collections, including
the Schwemberger glass plates formerly housed at St. Michaels but now located at
ASU. While I found some Chinle pictures that were new to me while working with
Bob in the fall of 2009, none helped with the extant bell questions.
The Our Lady of Fatima house chronicles differ from year to year, according to
who was chronicler for that year. The earliest house chronicles are in small bound
notebooks and while some of these books have dates on the covers, or tops of pages,
the friars ignored these and just entered the date of the entry before writing it. Thus,
the date on the cover, if any, as well as at the top of the page and the page number
are irrelevant and one has to leaf through them to find particular entries of interest.
According to Father Blane, the entire congregation was invited to help demolish the
cinder-block church with the understanding that participants could keep whatever
they could use. Reportedly, Stanley Martinez bought the steel frame of the building
for between ten thousand and fifteen thousand dollars and used a crane to lower it
after it was freed up. Once the bolts were removed, it was collapsed. Everything else
was done by hand and almost everything possible was eventually taken. Hank Martinez
got the church benches, but the church retained them until the new chairs arrived
on Ash Wednesday, 28 February 1999. Fr. Blane Grein, personal communication to
author, 13 March 2009.
Several questions continue to surround this part of the history. Who actually took the
bell to Gallup is unclear, as is whether it was buffed, polished, or sandblasted at the
time, and by whom. Exactly what pieces were taken to Gallup also remains unknown.
While the big bolt undoubtedly went with the bell, whether at that point the rest of
the stanchion pieces, including the frame and wheel, remained in the old church is
unclear. Attempts to locate the other parts through extensive searching in a number
of buildings in both 2008 and 2009 were futile. Father Blane thought that perhaps
he had asked the contractor, Walter McBride, to take the whole thing to Gallup.
This was discussed in another conversation with McBride, who said he had never
been asked to take the bell anywhere. Fr. Blane Grein, personal communication to
author, 29 August 2011; and Walter McBride, personal communication to author, 30
August 2011.
Fr. Blane Grein, personal communication to author, 13 March 2009.
Fr. Blane Grein, personal communication to author, 19 August 2009.
Father Blane said that he had to send the new system back twice after purchasing
and installing it. On one occasion, the membrane and driver in the speakers cracked.
The climate in Chinle is too dry, and there is no way to lubricate the membrane with
the speakers up in the tower. In addition, although they are surrounded by wired
mesh, they are essentially in the open and left unprotected from the elements. On
the other occasion, the problem was with the computer modem. The bell would
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ring only once, no matter what time of day it was or how it was programmed to ring.
The units had to be returned to the Verdin Company, where they were successfully
repaired and returned without any change in the original programming. Fr. Blane
Grein, personal communications to author, 10 and 19 August 2009.
Annunciation Mission House Chronicles, 1 August 1945–31 January 1960.
Ibid.
Fr. Daniel Wefer, personal communications to author, 21 and 29 September 1991.
Cathy Pierce, personal communication to author, 20 August 2009.
While the bell can still be rung manually, the system is programmed to ring for the
Angelus, at 6:00 AM, noon, and 6:00 PM, as well as on Sundays thirty minutes before
and fifteen minutes before Mass, and at the time Mass begins (8:30, 8:45, and 9:00
AM). The bell is also rung on Wednesday and Saturday evenings before the 7:30 Mass,
thus ringing at 7:00, 7:15, and 7:30 PM. The program automatically adjusts to daylight
savings time. Father Blane also has the bell rung at midnight on 31 December every
year. Father Blane used to ring funeral tolls of varying numbers as the deceased’s body
was being loaded into the hearse after a funeral Mass but has stopped doing so now.
He says the first time he stopped the tolls was because of an electrical outage. Chinle
frequently has thunderstorms with much lightning; every time lightning strikes in the
area, the electronic carillon system gets knocked out and has to be reset by hand. It
takes several hours for the system to be ready again and doing so in time for funerals
was not always possible. Even recalibration at the Verdin Company did not correct
the problem caused by lightning strikes. Therefore, after about two years of repeated
efforts, Father Blane made the decision to omit bell tolls as part of funerals.
The mechanical system was accompanied by a music “card” that allows one
also to play music from the tower. Father Blane says he enjoys doing this sometimes
after Mass, and sometimes just to add music to the community. The options on the
card that came with the Chinle electronic system include various well-known songs
for liturgical seasons and national holidays such as Lent, Easter, the Fourth of July,
Thanksgiving, Advent, and Christmas. Other cards may be purchased from the Verdin
Company. Fr. Blane Grein, personal communication to author, 19 September 2011.
Charles Warren Currier, “The Marquette League,” Indian Sentinel (1906), pp.4–6.
Currier, “The Marquette League,” 6.
All fundraising for the Marquette League was stopped in the early 1970s. Over time
the office was moved several times, and when Monsignor Modugno was appointed
director, it amounted to one desk covered part time twice a week. The league remained
open only to receive bequests, which were distributed by the director of the Bureau
for Catholic American Indians. With time, the members of the Marquette League
Board of Directors grew old and bequests no longer came in. As of 4 August 2009,
nine board members were still living. Monsignor Modugno donated all records, files,
and everything else associated with the Marquette League to Marquette University
in 1992. The office staff for Msgr. Thomas A. Modugno, Church of St. Monica, New
York, letter to author, 4 August 2009.
For more on the finances of the Marquette League in 1911, which show a $600 contribution toward paying off the Annunciation Mission’s indebtedness, see Editorial
Report, Indian Sentinel (1912), 21.
See Fr. Marcellus Troester, “Our Mission at Lukachukai, Arizona,” Franciscan
Missions of the Southwest (1915), 30–38. This article describes St. Isabel’s, Chinle’s
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sister mission, thirty-five miles to the northeast in Lukachukai, where a government
school was built in 1914. While the Navajos approved building a church there on
9 October 1909, no money was available to start construction for at least two years.
W. E. Hildebrand, the contractor for the Annunciation Mission in Chinle, was employed at Lukachukai, and ground was broken on 18 July 1910, as soon as the walls
were raised in Chinle. The blueprint used for Chinle was also used in Lukachukai,
with the result described as a “substantial stone chapel with two rooms appended”
on the outside; inside, the atmosphere was “one of extreme poverty.” When Father
Marcellus wrote his article, $300 was still owed on a total of $2,240.82, and the inside
was unfinished since the plastering, painting, and furnishings had not yet been addressed. Father Marcellus was appointed in 1912 to visit this site once a month. The
church was dedicated on 22 June 1912, because the chapel was finished enough for
use. The photograph on page 35 of the article shows that the bell tower was separate,
behind, and to the left of the church. “The Consecration of the Bell” is shown on
page 36, even though the Franciscan Archives at St. Michaels do not include this
photograph. The bell and its donors (James J. Condon and his daughter, Miss Condon) are mentioned on pages 36 and 37. The article also says that “James Condon,
as principal donor, named the church in memory of his deceased wife, Isabella. The
family also gave the mission bell, and various appointments for the altar there.”
This article discusses the planned closing of a one-of-a-kind “churchmart” that the
Verdin Company ran from 1982 to 1990. It originally served as a manufacturer’s showcase for everything needed to build a church, from organs and pews to bathroom
fixtures and church bells. Verdin Company was the middleman. The place showcased
Verdin bells so people could see and hear the sounds of bells they were thinking about
buying. Patrick Kerin, “Verdin—the Name Rings a Bell,” The Catholic Telegraph,
Cincinnati Edition, 9 August 1991, pp. 1A, 10A.
Robert Verdin, personal communications to author, 2 May 2001, 12 June 2009, 5 August
2009, 18 September 2009, 2 September 2011, and 19 September 2011. Verdin remains
interested in the Chinle bell and continues to provide invaluable assistance.
Carl S. Zimmerman, personal communications to author, 15–17 May 2012.
In addition to explanations about the mobile foundry, Verdin’s website flags significant bells I. T. Verdin has introduced, such as the “world’s largest swinging bell, the
66,600-pound World Peace Bell,” for which they were the prime contractor in 1999
to commemorate the millennium; the world’s first traveling bell foundry in 2000; the
very first live global web-streaming of bell casting in 2012; and the bell for the World
Choir Games, also in 2012. See http://www.verdin.com/.
Verdin, personal communication to author, 1 June 2009. This flood is also known as
the Great Ohio River Flood of 1937.
Verdin, personal communications to author, 2 May 2001 and 18 September 2009. A
tear sheet from a Vanduzen and Tift Bell Foundry or Buckeye Bell Foundry catalog
for bells cast both prior and after 1931 does not make it possible to identify the musical pitch of the Chinle bell, the size of the wooden frame on which it was mounted
at one time, or the diameter of the wheel on the frame. The details, however, show
that the bell’s weight was approximately three hundred pounds, a figure at first confirmed by Verdin. The list from the Vanduzen and Tift Bell Foundry or Buckeye Bell
Foundry suggests that one can compute the “medium tone of the bell” (or musical
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pitch) according to its weight and diameter. The chart on this list shows that using a
weight of three hundred pounds for the Chinle bell, the diameter would be twentysix inches, and the musical pitch would be D. The size of the wood frame outside
was probably thirty-six inches by thirty-six inches, and the diameter of the wheel was
probably thirty-eight inches. According to this list, the new shape of the bells cast by
the E. W. Vanduzen Company after 1931 affected both the weight and musical pitch
of the resulting bells. Later, however, Verdin said that he thought the Chinle bell
weighed two hundred and fifty pounds, and given that, its musical pitch (what he
called “tone”) would be E above middle C. Father Blane says the Chinle bell is about
two and one-half feet wide and smaller than the bell at St. Isabel’s in Lukachukai.
On 12 June 2012, Larry Audette attempted to measure it while standing on a ladder
in the wind, which resulted in a width of twenty-three and a half inches. The list
from the Vanduzen and Tift Bell Foundry, or Buckeye Bell Foundry suggests that if
our bell were twenty-four inches in diameter, it would weigh two hundred pounds
and have a medium tone of E flat. Clearly another trip up the tower to record the
musical pitch and try one more diameter measurement is in order. See Vanduzen
and Tift Bell Foundry and Buckeye Bell Foundry catalog, pp. 14, 15.
37. As discovered by Br. Allan Schmitz, Franciscan Archives, Cincinnati, Ohio. Allan
Schmitz, e-mail message to author, 13 February 2009.
38. When starting research on the Chinle Franciscan property in 2001, I developed a
questionnaire that I sent to all the Franciscans who had ever been associated with
the church. Respondents provided useful information about various buildings over
time, but none added much about the bell. I did learn, however, that the “only
one” who might know its history was Fr. Conall Lynch. Trying to work with him
before he passed away on 22 June 2006 was problematic, given my Illinois home
base. However, others approached him on my behalf, including Father Blane. On
25 December 2003, Father Conall suggested to Fr. Ron Walters at St. Michaels that
I should contact the Knights of Columbus in Cincinnati. He repeatedly stated that
he had been told that they were responsible for the Chinle bell. Attempts to do so
started in January 2004, but these led to a dead end. There are five different Knights
of Columbus chapters in Cincinnati; Wernke was a member of the Northside K
of C chapter. But whether the group to which he belonged was responsible for arranging and paying for the freighting of the bell from the foundry to Chinle could
not be determined. Brother Allan located this information for me, but, of course,
we can only hope that it’s the right Joseph Wernke. Allan Schmitz, e-mail message
to author, 13 February 2009.
39. The railroad involved would most likely have been the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe, but whether the bell was first sent to Chicago on the New York Central, or the Big
Four, to pick up the direct line of the AT&SF there to Los Angeles via Gallup, or went
to St. Louis on the Baltimore and Ohio (or B&O Southwestern), then to Kansas City
on the Missouri Pacific or Wabash, and then was moved to the AT&SF is unknown.
Another possibility might have involved barge or steamboat transportation, at least
for the initial part of the journey. Verdin’s exact words were: “I looked back into other
records that we have here and find that bells were normally shipped by rail to many
places in the United States out of Cincinnati. . . . I noticed in the Vanduzen records
that most of the early bells along with the newer bells were shipped via rail and not
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shipped by a truck or wagon train or anything of that sort. . . . I think you can assume
that they were shipped from Cincinnati straight west without too many stops. I believe
a lot of trains in the early 1900s went from Cincinnati to Chicago and then freight
may have transferred to other trains with western destinations.” When asked exactly
where the E. W. Vanduzen company was located in Cincinnati and if it were by a
siding, Verdin replied: “The Vanduzen Company was located on Second Street near
Broadway, which is a prominent River Front location, and they were a block down
the street across from our company that was located then at 123 Broadway around the
corner from the E. W. Vanduzen Company. . . . Things could have been carried to
another location for shipment east, west, and south from Cincinnati; they did have
sidings at that time, although I am not familiar with exactly where all of them were
located.” Verdin, personal communication to author, 8 June 2009.
Verdin, personal communication to author, 19 September 2011.
Strangely enough, there is no mention of C. N. Cotton anywhere in the Gross-Kelly
collection. Ann Massman, one of the archivists at the Center for Southwest Research
at the University of New Mexico, put me in touch with Kelly’s grandson who lived
in Santa Fe. He answered my letter but could not help with my questions. I then
re-read some of the sources on C. N. Cotton, including L. L. Williams’ book C. N.
Cotton and His Navajo Blankets (1989) and an article by his great-nephew, John Fell,
“The Role of C. N. Cotton in the Development of Northwestern New Mexico,” New
Mexico Historical Review 55 (April 1980): 151–56. Clearly other possible freighting
operations might have been involved in transportation.
The newspapers available on microfilm and reviewed through interlibrary loan were
Gallup (N.Mex.) Independent, 1912–1915, 29 July 1915–31 July 1919, 7 August 1919–10
October 1924; Carbon City (N.Mex.) News, 17 January 1915–30 December 1922 [a
weekly], 2 and 16 January 1915, 29 May 1915, 10 July 1915, 1923; Gallup (N.Mex) Independent and Carbon City (N.Mex.) News, 4 January 1924; and Carbon City (N.Mex.)
News and the McKinley County (N.Mex.) Republican, 1915. There were no complete
runs within the dates shown here.
News of Father Leopold’s Silver Jubilee appeared in the Gallup (N.Mex.) Independent, 10 June 1915, 1 July 1915, r. 9, microfilm, January 1913–22 July 1915, Zimmerman
Library, University Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico
[hereafter ZIM, UNM].
See Charlotte J. Frisbie, “On the Trail of Chinle’s ‘Big House,’” in Diné Bikéyah:
Papers in Honor of David M. Brugge, ed. Meliha S. Duran and David T. Kirkpatrick,
Archaeological Society of New Mexico, no. 24 (Albuquerque: Archaeological Society
of New Mexico, 1998), 64–85.
Carbon City (N.Mex.) News, 22 January, 4 March, and 15 July 1916, 22 July 1916,
microfilm, 17 January 1915–30 December 1922, ZIM, UNM.
Gallup (N.Mex.) Independent, 23 November 1916, microfilm, 29 July 1915–31 July
1919, ZIM, UNM.
For more on the daily lives of Navajo freighters, see Mitchell, Navajo Blessingway
Singer.
Many of the freight tickets documenting the materials that the Franciscans purchased
and had delivered for use in building the friary, Annunciation Mission, and post office/
interpreter’s house buildings in Chinle were part of the collection in the Cincinnati
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Franciscan Archives; copies were made available to me by Father Marcan. Regretfully,
I never asked him about freight tickets that documented the shipping of anything to
that mission during the 1914–1924 period.
49. Ed Chamberlin, personal communication to author, 27 August 2009.
50. I would like to request that anyone who has other ideas for solutions to the remaining questions, please email them to me at cfrisbi@siue.edu. Meanwhile, thank you
for your interest in the project. All state and federal programs formerly available to
assist with historic restoration projects have now been cancelled. If you would like to
help support the ongoing restoration efforts at the Annunciation Mission, your help
would be most appreciated.

